welcome to
the lost island
Our heroes have discovered a new deserted island. However, while
exploring the far side of the island, a storm destroyed most of their supplies.
Join our heroes as they start their grueling journey back to base camp, with
nothing but their wits and survival skills.

SCALE HUGE
BOULDERS

3 full day adventure
17 dec - 19 Dec
0930 - 1700
$495 per hero (u.p $550)

5 half day adventure

23 Nov- 27 nov
07 dec - 11 Dec
0930 - 1230 or 1430 - 1730
$315 per hero (u.p $350)
early bird discount ends on 25 Oct

MAKE FIRE TO
STAY WARM

CLIMB
MOUNTAINS

SEARCH FOR FOOD
AND WATER

DESCEND
FROM CLIFFS

for heroes aged 7 to
12 years old
minimum 5 heroes to start

group size will be kept to 5 pax for
safe management measures

SIGN UP HERE

bit.ly/2ZVFExE

or scan QR code

6690 5420 @btadventurecentre adventurecentre@boystown.org.sg www.boystown.org.sg/adventure-centre

welcome to
the lost island
Throughout this grueling journey back to base camp, our heroes will learn
new skills essential to their survival. Aside from learning the technical skills
of survival, our heroes will come to realize the importance of positive team
dynamics. This adventure offers our heroes an opportunity for personal
growth and self-discovery.
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Abseiling techniques
climbing techniques
fire lighting
outdoor cooking
water filtration

confidence
critical thinking

*only for 3 full day adventure
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boys' town adventure
centre
624 upper bukit timah road
singapore 678212
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join us on a day trip to
pulau ubin and learn
about our bio-diversity
with a nature guide*

team work

social skills
independence
solution based thinking
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Resilience

bit.ly/2ZVFExE

6690 5420 @btadventurecentre adventurecentre@boystown.org.sg www.boystown.org.sg/adventure-centre

